
Around ten years ago, a stay-at-home dad from New
Jersey named John Greco went to the lathe in his
garage and turned his first pen from a block of

wood. In late 2017, Greco broke ground on a boutique retail
and workshop location in Woodstown, New Jersey. A man
who planned a career in teaching shop ended up making a
pen for Pope Francis II. Follow John Greco’s story, and you
follow the story of today’s exciting artisan pen community.
      Greco grew up in the northern suburbs of New Jersey
in a mechanically-inclined family. “My father had a diesel
engine repair shop, so I was familiar
with acetylene torches and welding,”
Greco says. “I was doing foundry
work and blacksmithing at a pretty
young age. I didn’t realize it, but I had
a high mechanical aptitude.”
      That aptitude was noticed by both
standardized testing and high school
shop teachers. In college, Greco took
classes for a future as a shop teacher,
working in wood, metal, and plastics.
Greco says, “We did vacuum forming,

plastic injection molding, metal forming, and hardness
tests. The professors would guide us but let us come to
our own conclusions.”
      One of the conclusions Greco came to was that “the idea
of 16-year olds around sawblades sounded a little too real,”
so he pursued a degree in political science. He also met his
wife, Karen, entered a career in retail management, and had
two children. When a major back injury made a career in
retail no longer viable, Greco became the children’s primary
caregiver and rediscovered his love of woodworking.

Garage Rock
...not to mention wood, plastic, and metal—artisan
penmaker John Greco is a man of substances.

BY NICKY PESSAROFF

GW Pens has a new storefront in Woodstown, New Jersey. The workspace
of owner/operator John Greco is visible from the street. Already, local
scout troops have enjoyed a personal tour and experimentation with
fountain pens (Greco is the adult among the children).
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Top—Some of Greco’s work for History Salvaged. His writing instruments for
Pope Francis II’s trip to Phildelphia are composed of wood from Independence
Hall and silver appointments. His Ford’s Theatre pen is made of black Juma
and wood from the site of President Lincoln’s assassinaton.
Below—The Pallladian’s body is composed of solid marble and is meant to
resemble aspects of the Lincoln Memorial, which is made of marble from the
same quarry. 

      That love actually came from frustration.
Greco explains: “When my daughter was two,
there were all sorts of toy recalls. It got to a point
where I said, ‘This is ridiculous. I’m going to
make my own wooden toys. They’re not going to
have paint, finish, screws, or nails. It will be all
natural.’ This was in 2008, and that’s how Greco
Woodcrafting started.”
      However, well-intentioned safety legislation
made a career in children’s toys prohibitively 
expensive. A friend who was a hobby penmaker
recommended that Greco give pen turning a try.
“Once I did, I was hooked,” Greco says. “It was
not only enjoyable to make, but I enjoyed using
what I made, and that was the clincher.”
      Greco began making pens in 2010, and GW
Pens began officially in 2014. (The “GW” stands
for “Greco Woodcrafting.”) Greco says the pens
got a strong reception at pen shows: “I had a
great collection of hardwoods on hand—not oak
or maple, but woods that were vibrant in color
with crazy grains that would catch people’s eyes.
When people picked up the pens and felt them in
their hands, they commented on how comfortable
the pens felt.”
      GW Pens soon caught major attention when
it was picked to make writing instruments for
official state visits by President Barack Obama
and by His Royal Highness Prince Henry of

Wales and New Jersey Governor Chris Christie.
But even more astonishing for Greco was the
honor of making a writing instrument for the
official visit to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania of Pope
Francis II in 2015.
      Greco says, “If you told me 20 years ago,
‘You’re going to be a penmaker,’ I’d tell you, ‘That’s
nuts.’ And if you followed that up with, ‘By the way,
you’re also going to make a pen for the Pope,’ I’d
say, ‘Now I know you’re nuts! Get outta here!’ It was
mind blowing and a huge honor. I don’t know what
I could do that would be bigger than that for me.”
      Which isn’t to say that Greco rests on his 
laurels. In addition to being the in-house penmaker
for History Salvaged (see p. 46), Greco enjoys
working in a number of materials, including
cebloplast, acrylic, metal, and stone. 
      Greco does make industrial pens—his line 
of dip pens are constructed using CAD/CAM pro-
gramming and 3-D printing—and he appreciates
that type of product as its own artisanal process, but
the vast majority of Greco’s lines are made old
school, with a lathe, and always by his own hands.
He says, “Being able to design something in CAD
and have it 3-D printed or CNC’ed is an art in itself,
but I don’t see it as being the same as machining
something. It’s not that one is better than the other;
it’s just different. It’s all about the person who’s
making it.”
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From top, clockwise—The Alpha is one of GW
Pens’ standard lines, available in a variety of
resins. This fountain pen is made from NOS
Mazzuccelli cebloplast with a red section that
matches the red accents in the cebloplast. 
Greco’s Dragon Claw fountain pen is solid
copper with a seamless dragon scale patina,
hooded nib, and hammered copper clip that
looks like a dragon claw holding a golden ball.
The GW Serpent pen has a uniquely shaped
body that, along with the snakeskin -
patterned Juma, gives the impression of
serpentine movement. The snake clip is
made of solid sterling silver, and the
cartridge/converter fountain pen comes in
bronze (pictured) or ivory.

      Greco makes a variety and incorporates various
materials into each pen. His recent GemPen 
collection shows his mastery of acrylic, but the
locally-sourced and silver-set gemstones in each
pen showcase Greco’s ability to partner wisely, and
the silver center band—sourced from Mike
Redburn—displays his mastery of metalwork. His
historic pens for History Salvaged display Greco’s
consummate woodworking abilities. Greco even
makes writing instruments in stone. 

      The impetus for that line came from the same
place so many great ideas come from: Mythbusters.
An episode in which the hosts tested cannonballs
made from limestone got him wondering about pens
made from stone. After experimenting with a few
different kinds, Greco settled on alabaster. He says,
“At the end, I had this fantastic-looking pen with
swirls of different colors, and I loved it. I started buy-
ing stone in bulk. My mailman must have hated me!”
      Shortly thereafter, Greco discovered a quarry
in Marble, Colorado that supplied the marble for
the Lincoln Memorial at the Washington D.C.
Mall. With help from Redburn, Greco duly turned
that marble into the Palladian, a solid marble body
with sterling silver appointments, custom 
designed to incorporate elements from the Lincoln
Memorial at the pen’s finial. 
      Greco intends his pens to be used. He offers
fountain pens, rollerballs, or ballpoints, depending
on the collection. His ballpoints and rollerballs
take standard international Schmidt refills. For
fountain pens, GW Pens offers a wide range of No.
6 Bock or JoWo nibs—extra-fine, fine, medium,
broad, and 1.1 mm and 1.5 mm italic—that come
in various materials like stainless steel, black
oxide, 14 karat gold, and 18 karat gold.
      All his pens in all their iterations are on display
at the new GW Pens shop, located at 4 S. Main
Street, Woodstown, New Jersey. “A retail storefront
was something I always wanted, but I didn’t think I’d
ever be able to pull it off: putting retail and manufac-
turing at the same location,” Greco says, but the
Woodstown zoning officer loved the idea. “He said
it’s just like when you go down to the Jersey Shore,
and you can see the salt water taffy being made, and
then you can also walk in and buy it.”
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Top left—a sample of Greco’s custom work for a customer who wished for a slot
machine theme. The rollerball has a black Juma section, a body made from a slot
machine pull arm, and a cap made of shredded paper money cast in resin.
Right—Greco’s newest standard collection, GemPen, is available in seven colorful
acrylics with complimentary precious gems set into the cap.
Below, right—Of his Steampunk pen, Greco says, “My most popular ballpoint, I
reached out to a leatherworker from Colorado to have leather straps made to my
specs, with a simple cross stitch. The body of the pen is made to look like a
wooden barrel being held together with the straps.”

      Along with tasteful cases displaying the full gamut of
the GW Pens line, Greco’s workshop is open to public
display, set off by large glass windows. Greco has already
hosted two scout troops, with tours that finished with the
children experimenting with fountain pens. Greco says,
“The town has given me such a warm welcome, and I
have people driving from two hours away just to see the
store and shop here.” 
      And it’s not just Woodstown that embraces Greco.
Ask other artisan penmakers for the names of fellow arti-
sans who inspire them, and Greco’s name consistently

pops up. A copy of his pen for Pope Francis resides in the
Philadelphia Historic Museum. He’s made pens with
wood from Ellis Island. His pens made from wood from
New Jersey’s Seaside Heights, ravaged by Tropical Storm
Sandy, raised $50,000 in relief aid. 
      Greco promises that his next collection will be some-
thing brand new for him, but that really goes without saying.
The great irony of Greco’s life is that he planned on becom-
ing a shop teacher, but he never stopped being a student.

Visit gwpens.com.
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